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Global tech luminaries, AI experts, and 
quantum computing sessions announced 
for Dublin Tech Summit 2024

First round of international innovators and entrepreneurs revealed 
ahead of Ireland’s largest tech conference

IRELAND: Dublin Tech Summit (DTS) today revealed a host of international tech leaders and world-changing inventors for its 8th 
annual conference. DTS takes place at the RDS, Dublin, Ireland on the 29th and 30th May, 2024. Dublin Tech Summit is the fastest-
growing tech festival in Europe, attracting over 8,000 attendees and hundreds of speakers from all over the world. It will bring 
together tech innovators, social media stars and entrepreneurs that form the global tech ecosystem. Highlighting their creativity 
and vision, while defining the road ahead in challenging times, speakers will offer unique insights on AI, digital transformation, next-
generation computing, startups, global investing and more. 

The first round of tech leaders who will be speaking at Dublin Tech Summit have just been announced.  
They include:

• Jack McCauley 
Innovator-in-Residence, 
Berkeley University  
(Co-founder, Oculus)

• Helen Dixon 
Commissioner for Data 
Protection, Ireland DPC

• Dr. Alessandra Sala 
Sr. Director of AI and Data 
Science, Shutterstock

• Anne Carigy 
CIO, Logitech

• Christopher Muhr 
Founder & CEO, Patient21 
(Founder, Groupon & Auto1)

• Kriti Sharma 
CPO for Legal Tech, Thomson 
Reuters

• Shailendra Mathur 
Vice President and Chief 
Architect, Avid 

• Chris Herd 
Founder & CEO, Firstbase and 
Presenter of ‘Against the Herd’ 
Podcast

• Yonah Welker 
Technological Explorer,  
Yonah.org

• Aro Dana 
Full-stack developer, Founder 
of AK Group, and one of the 
world’s youngest CEOs

• Ruth McGuinness 
Head of Data & Artificial 
Intelligence, Kainos Group plc

• Zoltan Hardy 
Founder & Startup Mentor, The 
Launch Code

• Karolina Attspodina 
CEO & Co-Founder, WeDoSolar 

Alongside the AI discourse, DTS24 will spotlight groundbreaking advancements in quantum computing and deep tech, positioning 
these as the new frontier of technological innovation. One of the main talking points of DTS24 will be addressing the next steps in 
the new realm of Artificial Intelligence. Amid controversy and doubt about the safety of such technology, there will be an emphasis 
on promoting regulation and security while shaping a digital future. In addition, sustainability, futurism, arts & entertainment, and 
digital accessibility are also set to provide compelling on-stage discussions.

Commenting on the influential tech leaders announced for DTS 2024 so far, Dublin Tech Summit Managing Director, Tracey Carney 
said: ‘’At Dublin Tech Summit, we couldn’t be more excited. It’s unprecedented to see such fantastic speakers as Jack McCauley, 
Anne Carigy, and Dr. Alessandra Sala joining us this early on. It’s not just a nod to the event’s escalating appeal on a global scale, 
but also a testament to Ireland’s climb as a key innovator in the tech world. To see this evolution over the past eight years has been 
nothing short of inspiring for all of us involved, not just in Dublin, but across Ireland as a leader in European tech innovation.’’

The stellar line-up of guest speakers will continue to grow as Dublin Tech Summit 2024 approaches. Tickets are on sale now, 
including a Super Early Bird discount one-day-only flash sale, available until midnight on 20 September. For more information 
please visit: dublintechsummit.tech. 
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For further information or interview 
requests please contact:

Hannah Dempsey  
Account Executive, Clearstory International
E: hannah@clearstoryinternational.com 
M: +353 85 180 6246

About Dublin Tech Summit

Dublin Tech Summit provides a uniquely intimate Irish cultural and networking experience, providing a gateway for 
global tech leaders to connect and debate what is happening next in our fast-paced world. Dublin Tech Summit aims 
to foster stronger cooperation across ecosystems, join tech communities, and develop long-lasting partnerships that 
will drive innovation and entrepreneurship into our shared future. Founded in 2015, the first summit was held in 2017. 
For further information, please visit dublintechsummit.com.
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